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Representative
Maine Debaters IsContact:
$9oo,000 Student Union Is Planned
In VA Office
To Hold Finals Every Day In The Week As The Memorial To Maine's War Dead
On Wednesday
Finals in the Intramural Debating
tournament are scheduled for next
Wednesday night, 7:30, in 6 South
Stevens Hall. June Swanton and Kay
Kennedy will meet Donald Waring
and Tom Stotler.
Swanton and Kennedy, who have
not been defeated in tournament
matches thus far, will uphold the affirmative side of the labor question.
with Waring and Stotler negative.
The exact wording of the question
is: Resolved that labor should be given
a direct share in the management of
industry.
Dr. Howard L. Runion, head of the
department of speech, has announced
that Debate Club keys will be awarded
to both of the winning teams. Three
faculty members are to be judges of
the final debate.
The tournament started last fall,
(Continued on Page Pour)

Newhall Announces
A Photo Contest

RE

, Maine, januar, 9, 1917.

Z 265

A "Picture of the Week" contest
has been announced, to start this week.
by Ted Newhall, Orono photographer.
Selecting the best amateur picture
found in his week's business of developing film, Newhall will enlarge the shot
to its best practical size and mount it
on mat-board, making what is commonly called a "solon picture."
After this picture has been displayed
in the studio window, with the title
and winner's name underneath, it will
be given to its owner as the prize of
that week's contest.
At the present time, the length of
the contest is indefinite. The picture
display vill he changed each Monday.

MCA Begins Faculty
Canvass Next Week
The annual faculty canvass for the
Maine Christian Association begins
on Monday, January 13. Faculty
solicitors will visit members of the
University staff for cash or pledges
in support of the MCA from Jan. 13
to January 22.
With the student enrollment doubled
in comparison to recent years, the services of the MCA have increased a
great deal. The support of the University staff members therefore is a
very vital factor in the continued
effective work of the Maine Christian
Association.
Members of the committee in charge
of the faculty canvass are: Philip J.
Brockway, Winthrop Libby, Matthew
McNeary, Charles E. O'Connor, Horace Pratt, Samuel Sezak, Robert Worrick, and Edwin Young

The Square Dance Club
Starts Membership Drive
Shirley Castner, President of Square
Dance, is making a drive to arrange
for more Square Dance club members
to practice calling so that more members will be able to assist at club
meetings. The regular meetings were
resumed last Tuesday and an even
larger attendance is expected at the
next meeting.

A contact representative of the
Veterans Administration will be
available in the VA office, 214 New
Library (top floor), from 9 to 4
every day except Saturday.
He will help with any problems
or answer questions concerning
insurance, disability claims, medical treatment, hospitalization, or
other veteran's problems.
Previously this representative
was available only one day a week.

Special Building
For Student Needs

Dean E. E Wieman
Is Made President
Of National CAA
Dean Elton E. "Tad" Wieman, recently named president of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association, is the
first Maine man ever to be so honored,
according to the older memories in the
Physical Education department.
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Proposed floorplans for the $900,000
University of Maine Student Union
Building, Memorial to the 175
Maine Men who died in the Second
World War, recreation and activities
center for the University, have been
given the Maine Campus for publication this week (see page 3).
The plans have been applauded by
Dean Gertrude Peabody of Temple
University, who has made an extensive
study of similar buildings throughout
the East and Central West. However,
new suggestions are still being made,
and are welcomed.
The Student Union will probably
THE SUNSHINE BOYS, Denny Evans, Don Thomas, and Biff Shalek (cf. be located near the cannons,
between
"Cheerioat Crooners") will sing-joke this week end at the Pale Blue Cabaret. College Avenue, the Bookstore, and
Coburn Hall. This site has been
—Photo by Newhall
chosen by more than one architectural
firm, since it is centrally located between men's dorms and houses, women's dorms, and academic buildings,
and will have a fine view of the river.
(Conflated on Page Seven)

Pale Blue Cabaret To Be Held
With Music, Entertainment

The Pale Blue Cabaret, back on the social calendar after an absence of several years, will wine, dine, and entertain 200 couples in
true night-club style Friday night from 8:30 'till 1 a.m.
Tickets are on sale Monday through*
Friday at the Bookstore, $1.50 per
Couple. Jim Sprague and his Maine ' CU
Bears will provide the music for the Ely
dance, which will be held in Memorial

bism Featured
rt Gallery
In Current Showing
A

Spring Registration
Will Be Conducted
By Lottery System
A new "lottery" system for next
Spring's registration, aimed at giving

everyone an even chance at getting
the more desired class periods, has
been announced by Mr. James GanThe January exhibit of the Uni- nett, Registrar.
versity Art Gallery spotlights Cubism, The system used in the Fall registrawith twenty-five original paintings by tions was criticised by students because
the outstanding French Cubist, Jac- many of the "good sections" were filled
ques Villon, on display. These paint- up by the time they were registered
ings, borrowed from the Yale Uni- and they had to take what was left.
versity Art Gallery, will be on the Under the new plan the students will
third floor South Stevens from nine still register in alphabetical groups but
until five every week day until the the order of the groups in registering
eighteenth of January.
will be determined by lottery.
Mr. Hartgen, head of the University
The groups will be placed in a hat
Art Department, hopes that observa- or a fish bowl and some disinterested
tion and examination of these paint- person will draw to determine their
ings will foster understanding of order in registration. This gives
cubism paintings. The creators of this everyone an equal chance to get their
form of art should, according to Mr. favorite professors
Hartgen. be accepted as milestone
The present semester ends on Saturmakers in the development of art as day, January 25. Registration xs ill take
"greats" in a highly specilized field. place the following Monday and TuesThe current exhibit includes oils,
(Continssed on Page Six)
water colors, prints, etchings, and
pencil drawings. These are all origiBut here, you can see for yourself nals. Particularly outstanding among
how various faculty members feel. them are the paintings Still Life, In
The
Following are the responses I received Memoriam, and The Jockey.
interest because The MCA
particular
of
Jockey
is
building is now in the
when I asked them to give me their
the final canvas was not completed process of a face lifting.
opinion on teacher rating :
The redecorauntil after eight preparatory sketches tion started soon
Dr. 1;la usilk—Psychology
after the Christmas
by the artist.
vacation started.
"I have thought about this matter
Jacques Villon. who is one of three The reading
room has already been
for two years; and yet. I can give you
(Continued on Page Eight)
painted and work there is finished.
no definite conclusion. In general,
The recreation room is now being
teacher rating could be valuable it
painted along with offices on the first
students took it seriously and made
floor.
the ratings in a mature way.
A committee, headed by Dorothy DaAs I look back on my own college
vis,
has designed silhouettes of sports
All Masque members who want a
days, I realize that some of the men
figures
which will be painted on the
pendant
are
requested
Masque
or
key
that I did not consider to be as good
walls
in
vivid colors. There will be
Dorm
6,
North
Pratt
in
Dick
to
see
teachers as others have really given
room 2, or Herschel Bricker in room refurbished drapes in all the downme more.
330 Middle Stevens. The pins are to stairs rooms that will blend with the
There is a possible danger of disbe $5.10 tax included, the pendant color scheme. It is possible to use the
couraging new teachers.
$4.85. Leave name and three initials, rooms while the workers are there,
This sounds primarily negative; and money in the Masque office or and work will be finished
in aproxi(Continued on Page Six)
with Dick Pratt.
mately two weeks.

Gym.
Just enough tickets will be sold to
fill the individual tables. Couples going in pairs can arrange for tables of
at the door.
four
—Photo by Newhall
Norm Gray is in charge of enterWieman is considered one of the tainment, with Doc Savage taking
nation's foremost football authorities, care of refreshments. The entertainhaving coached at Michigan and ment will highlight standout campus
Princeton. He is the author of two
performers.
books on football.
All numeral or lettermen are selling
Wieman came to Maine in the
spring of 1946 in the capacity of Dean tickets for the Pale Blue Cabaret.
Before the war, the Cabaret was
of Men and Director of Physical Education.
one of the very popular annual events.

Faculty Show Varied Opinion
On Subject Of Prof-Ranking
BY JUNE SWANTON
How do Maine professors feel about
teacher rating?
During the past week, I have interviewed several members of the faculty
in order to get their ideas on this
subject. I encountered a wide variance of opinions—some definitely negative, some affirmative, and some undecided.
The negative element seems to feel
that were teacher rating to be put into
the hands of the students, unfavorable
results would follow. I heard the
question asked, "Would students use
this as a weapon with which to make
known their private gripes?" Others
wondered if personalities would supersede course content.
On the affirmative side, I found
some who felt that they would benefit
greatly from student opinion.

MCA Redecoration
Has Been Started

Masque Pendants, Keys
iCan Be Ordered Now

Page Two
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Maine Graduate
Is In First Class
Of Trade Institute

Maine Chem Club
In National Group;
Meets Next Friday

A Maine graduate, Bernard Cohen
'40, is ani.sig 300 men and women
taking the first course of the newly established American Institute of Foreign Trade located at what was formerly Thunderbird Army Air Field,
Phoenix, Arizona.
Cohen was a member of A.S.M.E.,
and Theta Eta Phi.
President of the Institute is Lt. Gen.
Barton K. Young. retired, who, as wartime head of the AAF Training Command, directed the training of more
than a minim pilots, bombardiers, and
navigators.
The Institute was established to fill
a gap in our educational system—as an
institution wholly devoted to the training of men and women to live, work,
and do business in foreign countries.

The first formal meeting of the
newly organized Maine Chapter of
Student Affiliates of the America'?
4.
Chemical Society, an outgrowth of
Balance and Beaker, will be held
Friday, Jan. 10, at 3:45 in 362 Aubert.
Dr. Tebbe and Dr. Martin will tell of
their experiences with student chemical organizations at Purdue and at
Lehigh University.
Mort Williams is chairman of the
Chapter, Amy Thomas, vice chairman,
and Bob Petterson, secretary. This
society represents an advancement
from a local to a national organization.
Membership as an Affiliate is open
JAM Es DONOVAN '48, recently named
to all chemistry and chemical engineerchairman of the student fund-raising
ing majors. The fee is $2.00 a year for
membership, including subscription to committee of the Student Union Buildthe "Chemical and Engineering News." ing campaign, announced that the drive
Anyone wishing to join should would be held during the last week of
attend tomorrow's meeting,
1February.

Every Man Must Find A Mate
And Some Did During Vacation
Cupid had a busy Christmas holiday ma Chi; Eleanor True to Bob Emerit seems! Maine co-eds sporting dia- son, ATO.
monds are Margo Rogers (Wally An- Fraternity men whose engagements
derson), Lancy Carter (Jimmy Chris- have been announced recently are: Eldon Luther, Lambda Chi, to Maxine
tie), Dolores Seely (Carvell CronkWilliamson of Hartford, Conn.; Wilite), Mary Sawyer (Henry Jordan), liam Newdick, SAE, to Sally Crawford
Muriel Applebee (Lawrence Kenney), Keith of Boston; and Edward Hall,
Barbara Wood (John Brookings—Phi ATO, to Dorothy B. Moran of PortGam), Janice Spiller (Dick Torrey), land, Maine.
Inez MacKinnon (Bill Rogers SAE), The following pin-hangings took
Connie Howe (Frank Moore), and place during vacation: Fred Libby
(Phi Gam) to Margaret Marley;
Joan Vermette (Fred Glover).
Charlie Glover (Phi Gam) to Sally
Former Maine co-eds also engaged
Jellison; Carroll Taylor (SAE) to
are Polly Spear ("Deep" Bardsley),
Patricia Cristes; and "Bud" Williams
and "Marny" Littlefield (Leroy Hus(Kappa Sig) to Cynthia Cummings.
sey).
Recent weddings are those of: "Al"
Pinned during the vacation were:
Burgess and Mary Marble, December
Laurel Clements to Bill Spear, Sigma
21, at Skowhegan, Maine; Jim ShepChi; Ruth Fogler to Merle Goff, Sigard and "Freddie" Heald at Old Town,

of interest in the Fields of Chemistry, Engineering, Physics, and Blot

High-Pressure Synthesis Opens New Chemical Fields

Advantages and Problems
The use of high pressures offers numerous advantages familiar to technical
students, such as: (1) forcing an equilibrium in the direction of a volume decrease, (2) overcoming the reversing
effect of high temperatures in exothermic reactions, (3) increasing reaction
and through-put rates and (4) providing, in some cases, a liquid phase which
might not otherwise be present.
The synthesis of urea from carbon
dioxide and ammonia is a good illustration of some of these principles:
co, + 214103 —* co(Nil2)
:

1110

With three moles of reactants and only
two of resultants, increase of pressure
gives an expected increase in conversion.

Maine; and Warren Clement and Cecil Pavey in Honolulu, Hawaii, on
Sunday, January 5.
The Maine Cubs, a newly formed
band, have been rehearsing and are
now ready to play. The band, started by
Neal Martin, has three saxes, one
trumpet, and three rhythm. For bookings call Neal Martin, 493, or contact
him in Oak Hall.

Postpone Military Ball
Due To Exam Schedule
The Military Ball, which was to
have taken its place in campus social
events for the first time since the war,
on January 31, has been indefinitely
postponed.
This has been necessary because of
the end of the semester and conflict
with scheduling of final exams.

A Challenge to Research Men
and Engineers
The use of techniques involving pressures up to and above 1,000 atmospheres
(15,000 lbs. per sq. in.) has had a tremendous influence on chemical manufacture in the past twenty-five years.
The availability of unlimited quantities of nitrates via ammonia from nitrogen of the air by high pressure synthesis
has greatly affected chemical economics
as well as agriculture.
The plastics industry, too, has benefited greatly by the reduction in price
of urea from about 800 lb. to less than
40, and methanol (to give formaldehyde) from $1.25 gal. to less than 250.
High pressure syntheses have also participated in a major way in the development of entirely new products such
as nylon and polythene. In fact, starting
from coal, air and water, Du Pont now
makes over 120 widely used products.
In addition to improving the existing
processes of manufacturing ammonia,
methanol, higher alcohols, urea and
other important chemicals, Du Pont
organic and physical chemists, chemical, mechanical and metallurgical engineers have discovered and developed
high pressure syntheses for the following: ethylene glycol; hexamethylene
diamine; acetic, propionic and hydroxyacetic acids; methyl formate; C.-, C,0and C,.- alcohols; and numerous others.

Edited by
Bonnie Andrews and Jo Look
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FOR NOVELTIES AND
SOUVENIRS
Visit the

Penobscot Indian Trading Post

•

Old Town, Maine

•
A Battery of Hyper Compressors Used to Bring Gases up to 700-900
Atmospheres Pressure in the Ammonia and Methanol Syntheses.
At the same time, the gaseous reactants
are forced into the liquid phase to give
higher concentrations and again better
conversion. The reaction rate and therefore the rate of passage through the reaction chamber are both increased by
increasing the temperature under high
pressure conditions. There are other
equilibrium considerations that affect
the industrial production of urea, but
they are too lengthy to discuss here.
Along with its advantages, the use of
high pressure gives rise to problems that
often severely tax the abilities of engineers and chemists. For example, (1)
difficulties of design of packing glands,
valves, connecting rods, closures, etc.,
increase rapidly with increased pressure,(2) extraordinary corrosion problems arise in which even stainless steels
are attacked and cannot be used, (3)
ordinary steels are permeable to hydrogen at higher pressures and temperatures. These are but a few illustrations
of the challenge that high pressure
studies present to the technical man
and particularly to the metallurgical
and mechanical engineer.
High pressure synthesis has now becomes separate field of industrial chemistry with an apparently limitless future.

Afore facts about Du Pont—Listen to "Cavalcade of America," Mondays,8 P.M. EST,on NBC

Glen Miller Albums
Vaughn Monroe Albums
"Racing With the Moon"
"Darktown Poker"
Victor & Columbia
Masterworks

Questions College Men ask
about working with Du Pont
What kind of a technical
organization does Du Pont have?
There are ten manufacturing departmenta in Du Pont, each operating as a
separate organization and each with its
own reaearch and engineering staff. In
addition, there is a central chemical department and a central engineering department. Consequently there is a wide
variety of research and engineering work
available to chemists, engineers and
other technical specialists. For further
information write for the new booklet
"The Du Pont Company and the College Graduate," 2521 Nemours Bldg ,
Wilmington, Delaware.
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Come in and
Try Our Fine Service

BETTER

THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

R. I. DU PONT DI NEMOURS a CO. (INC.)
WILMINGTON 95, DILAWARI

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Excellent Sandwiches
and Meals
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TI1E MAINE CAMPI

U. OF M. 'UNICORNS' WON FAME

and Jo Look

During the course of Information Please the
other night the question as to whether a Unicorn
was or wasn't an animal immediately brought the
answer from one of the eminent geniuses that a
Unicorn had existed at the University of Maine
due solely to the efforts of one Dr. Franklin Dove.
Dr. Dove joined this university about 1926 as
a biologist and began his work in the experimental
station studying animal and human nutrition. He
was greatly interested in the transportation of tissues so one bright day he entwined the buds of a
young calf, forming one horn. Soon it became a
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Him? He's the new prof of wildlife conservation!

great joke here at the University as Dr. Dove continually put single horns on all the calves that were
born.
His development of this Unicorn led to national
fame with full page color pictures of his achievement appearing in many Sunday papers.
In 1943 Dr. Dove left this University to work
for the Army developing various types of Army
rations. At present he is in Chicago with the Army
Service Forces Quartermaster Division of Substitute Research and Development Laboratories
experimenting on better rations to be used by the
Army.
—LARRY DUNN

NORWEGIAN BOYS: JAN AND KRIS

Together, We'll Build The Memorial
We praise the work of the numerous student, faculty, and alumni Student Union committees.
The plans and facilities of the Union show, in themselves, the
long hours of thoughtful consideration and sensible deliberation
which entered into the results published this week.
We can't be entirely serious about the thing. Imagine having
your own bowling alleys! Plenty of meeting rooms! A snackbar
with enough seats! Lounges filled with deep, comfortable and sturdy furniture! Hobby rooms! Well, it's wonderful.
Yet, fundamentally, the Union is the Memorial we will build
to the Maine men who died in the war.
We are determined that our Memorial will be the best that we
are capable of building. Present plans reassure us that the Student
Union will be the best in the East and Central West, if we heed the
applause of Dean Peabody of Temple University. As the building
campaign gets underway, many constructive suggestions will probably be made, and the plans will be changed here and there.
Send your idea to a member of the student Facilities Committee, listed elsewhere, or 33 Library, or write us a letter. Together,
we'll build the Memorial!

The Norwegian boys seem to have succeeded in
becoming pretty well known around campus. A
chemical engineering student straight from Oslo,
the capital of Norway, is Jan Willoch with an
authentic Norwegian sweater. Jan has rather a
worldly outlook on life, he thinks that people and
countries are pretty much the same the world over.
He likes all kinds of people and having been in
the Navy he has had a chance to look over many
of them. Of course, everyone skis and Jan seems
to know the technique. The University of Maine
ought to take advantage of that fact and find out
what's wrong with that ski jump over the river.
Neither of the Norwegian boys could say enough
about Ibsen. It seems that that sad playwright has
had a profound effect on the lives of the Norwegian
people.
Kris Fouger was the most enthusiastic of all the
boys interviewed. He has captivated the imagination of many Maine students with his talk about
those little supernatural creatures known as trolls,
so aptly described in Henrik Johan Ibsen's Peer
Gynt. All of which is too bad for the Maine students as the library's copy of Peer Grit disappeared
at the end of the summer session. He is in favor
of all the traditional American institutions, such as

eating hamburgers in your hands.
In Norway, Kris attended a technical university;
it differed from Maine—there were no dormitories,
no campus, and no chaperons. The university had
a Student and Alumni Association with a building
similar to our future Student Union building.
There the Norwegian students held dances, gettogethers, and club meetings. They had many clubs
and organizations, all having counterparts here—
Masque, Radio Guild, Contributors' Club, and all
the rest. They even had a bookstore but it didn't
carry coke. All students carried six courses and
had one prelim and one final. Also, classroom lectures are not compulsory—therefore, boring lectures have no audiences.
—BARBARA PATTEN
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students
of the University of Maine. Subscription rate: 754 per semester. Local advertising rate: 504 per column inch. Offices on
second Boor front and third floor, MCA Building. Tel. Extension 51. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for
national advertising by National Advertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 420 Madison Ave., New York
17, N. Y. Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office,
Orono, Me.
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Ground Floor—Over half of this floor will be at or above grade level.
The cafeteria will have a seating capacity of about 200. Light refreshments will be sold at the Snack Bar. This area will also be used for
informal dancing outside of meal hours. The room marked "lockers"
will be for off-campus students who desire an inexpensive space in
which to place books, clothing, luncheon, etc. There are two Hobby
Rooms, one for use of camera fans and the other for students who are
interested in doing metal, leather, woodwork or other similar hobbies.

THIRD FLOOR PLAN

'MOE NT
ORO

MEET.* GO

Second Floor—This floor is devoted largely to offices for the
General Alumni Association,
Placement Bureau, the Maine
Christian Association and an
Alumni-Faculty Lounge.
Third Floor—Meeting rooms and
student organization offices occupy this entire floor. It has been
tentatively agreed that The Campus, the Prism, and the combined
Student Governments should each
have an office. Other organizations requiring office facilities it is
felt will find it satisfactory to share
office space.

FLOOR PL A^J

First Floor—The Memorial Room will be the finest one in the building. It will be beautiful but not lavish. In this room will be placed
the Books of Tribute containing a picture and biography of each of
the 175 Gold Star men.
The three lounges have been so arranged that they open into
each other with folding partitions. Also the men's lounge can be
opened into the dining room when desired. This will give a total
area of over 9,000 square feet
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

DEBATE
(Continued Irons Page One)

with twelve teams participating. Tak
ing two losses to eliminate a team from
the running, each team debated twice.
To date, there have been twenty-one
debates.
Commenting on the tournament, Dr.
Runion said, "This has been an excellent tournament, on a difficult question,
and has brought to light a great
amount of interest in debating. It is
a real proving ground for future varsity debaters."
Waring and Stotler have met Swanton and Kennedy once before, losing
while defending the affirmative side.
This debate will reverse the positions.

G-2
For The Ex-GI
By JoE FLOYD

Thursday, January 9
Tumbling
W.G.-7:00
Glee Clubs
300 A.-7:15
Friday, January 10
Pale Blue Key Semi-Formal
M.G.-8:30
Sunday, January 12
Konionia
M.C.A.-7:00
Tuesday, January 14
Square Dance Club
W.G.--7:00
Orchestra
17 S.N.-7:00
ff-Campus Women
M.C.A.-5-7
Newman Club
Coburn-8:00
Wednesday, January 15
Modern Dance Club
W.G.-7:00
Wednesday Nforning
Service
M.C.A.-6:45
Politics Club
S.S.-7:30
Frosli Club
M.C.A.-7:00
Debate Tourney Finals S.S.-7:30
Thursday, January 16
Band
Armory-7:00
Tumbling
W.G.-7:00
Glee Clubs
300 A.-7:15

All Vets are requested to send their
National Service Life Insurance premiums to the branch office which
serves their home State.
It seems non-New Englanders are
sending their monthly premiums to
Boston. The VA says this is incorrect.
By the way, if you did let your G.I.
insurance lapse, you have until February 1, 1947, to reinstate it without a
physical examination. Financially it's
easy on the pocketbook. To bring
your insurance up to date you have
to make only two premium payments.
Merton S. Meloon '47 has recently
This G.I. Bill seems more like the
returned from the Biennial Conclave Army every day. You can't even
of Alpha Zeta, the honorary agri- accrue leave.
Your leave mounts up at the rate
cultural fraternity, held at the Brown
two and one half days per month
of
Palace Hotel in Denver, Colorado, on
during the time you are enrolled in
December 31, January 1 and 2.
a course of education or training.
Delegates were present from forty- Absences authorized by the University,
two active chapters.
exclusive of holidays and regular
school recesses, may be charged as
leave of absence.
Such leave must be requested in
A teletype line, radio communicatr?eie
advance. In cases of sickness or emer- tion, and a field telephone line have
gency leave, you must request authori- been connected between the new lization immediately after return to brary and the armory, it was anclass. Absences not authorized by the nounced today, for the expressed purWhen you've done your work faithUniversity are not chargeable as pose of giving ROTC trainees a better
fully each day, you can zip through
leaves and subsistence allowance may and more complete training course.
final exam; like a breeze. And when
I be forfeited for days of absence.
The teletype line gives the students
rc tarial trainyou complete your se,
ing at IC,ttltarIne CrIbbs, you can
practice in sending and receiving teleenter any business office with confitype messages, while the field phone
dence. Personal placement service in
'U
and the radio communication hook-up
four cities. Collegt (,)•..rse Dear
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
familiarize the men with some of the
Visit the
methods of communication used by the
Army.

Better ROTC Course
Given By Signal Corps

NIIDtNCE

KATHARINE GIBBS
NEW YORK 17
BOSTON 16
CHICAGO I I
PROVIDENCE 6

230 Park Ave.
50 Meelber lioh Rt.
I E.. ....uget,r
155 Angell St.

Penobscot Indian Trading Post
Old Town, Maine
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Faculty Committees
Announced By Dr. A. A. Hauck

Campus Calendar] 1946

20%

New members of the faculty comAthletics: Albert Nutting, Maynard
Jordan,
Harry Watson. Coe Research
mittees at the University of Maine
Fund:
Charles
Dickinson, Hamilton
have been announced by Dr. Arthur
A. Hauck, President of the University. Gray, Fred Griffee, F. Stansbury Hayden, Arthur Hill, E. Reeve Hitchner,
Those named to the committees are as
Benjamin Speicher, Ferdinand Steinfollows: Administration: Dr. Hauck,
metz.
Dean Arthur L. Deering, Dean Joseph
M. Murray, Dean Paul Cloke, Dean ' Eligibility: James Gannett, ThouGlenn Kendall, Dean Elton E. Wie- lore Curtis, Adelbert Sprague, Dean
man, Dean Edith G. Wilson, Acting Edith Wilson. Maine Studies: E. Reeve
Dean Edward N. Brush, Charles E. i llitchner, Irwin Douglass, Louis IbCrossland, Henry L. Doten, James A. botson, Himy Kirshen, Walter Leavitt, Albert Turner.
Gannett, and Fred S. Youngs.
Health: Dean Elton Wieman, RobAdmissions and secondary school
ert
C. Cornell, Helen Lengyel, Seyrelations: Dean Glenn Kendall, Dean
mour
Ryckman, Stanley Wallace,
Paul Cloke, Percy Crane, Dean Arthur
L. Deering, Dean Joseph M. Murray. Dean Edith Wilson. Military: Pres.
Assemblies: Dean Glenn Kendall, Arthur A. Hauck, Dean Paul Cloke,
Oliver Garceau, Adelbert Sprague, Dean Arthur Deering, Col. Francis
George P. Steinbauer, Albert Turner, Fuller, Dean Glenn Kendall, Dean
Joseph Murray. Publicity: Howard
Roy Whitney.
Keyo, Clarence Day, Fred Griffee,
Joseph Hall, Wayne Jordan, Kenneth
Parsons. Radio: Charles Crossland,
Clarence Day, Howard Keyo, Frank
Lathrop, Howard Runion, James Selwood.
Schedule: James Gannett, Llewellyn
Dorsey, Weston Evans, Maynard JorThere was a slight automobile acci- dan, College Deans.
Scholarships: Fred Lamoreau, Perdent on the Orono bridge one night
last week, and as the two cars were cy Crane, John Crawford, Ruth Crosseparated, the officer present called one by, Pearl Greene, Fred Loring, Irvof the drivers' attention to a headlight ing Prageman, Robert Tebbe.
which had been bent so that the beam
Social Affairs: John Stewart, M.
Eileen Cassidy, Matthew McNeary,
shot heavenward.
"Your headlight is bent," he need- Charles O'Connor, Alfred Shaw, Dean
Elton Wieman, Dean Edith Wilson,
lessly explained.
Robert Worrick. Student Publica"Oh, no," said the driver, "we've been
tions: Wayne Jordan, Howard Keyo,
out jacking ducks."
Irving Pierce, Cecil Reynolds. Veterans' Affairs: G. William Small, Edwin
Giddings, F. Stansbury Hayden, Seymour Ryckman, Wentworth Schofield,
Wilmarth Starr.
Women Students: Dean Edith Wilson, Marion Buzzell, Esther Comegys,
OFF
Pearl Greene, Helen Lengyel, Katherine Miles.
ON HEAVY

Bang! Bang! Bang!
But Don't Confuse
Conscientious Cops

OUTDOOR JACKETS

PARKAS — LEATHER COATS

I

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Ends Sat., Jan. 11
Warner's Musical Marvel in
Technicolor
"THE TIME, THE PLACE.
AND THE GIRL"
Sun.. Mon., Tues., & Wed.
Jan. 12. 13, 14, 15
Ida Lupino and Robert Aida
"THE MAN I LOVE"

BIJOU
11.1‘1011
Wed., Thur... & In.
Jan. 8, 9, 10
Jack Haley, Ann Jeffreys
"VACATION IN RENO"
FOR A FULL WEEK
Jan. 11-17
"MARGIE"
in Technicolor
Jeanne Crain, Glenn Langan.
Lynn Bari. Alan Young

PARK
EIANI:011
Fri. & Sat., Jan. 10-11
"BOY'S RANCH" and
"TRAIL DUST"
Sun., Mon.. & Tues.
Jan. 12. 13, 14
"KING'S ROW" and
"BA11800 BLONDE"
Weil- Thurs.. Jan. 15, 16
"STRANGE LOVE OF
MARTHA IVERS" and
"CLUB HAVANA"

TRPND
ORONO
Wed. & Thurs., Jan. 8-9
Double Feature
"SO DARK THE NIGHT"
Micheline Oleic', Steven (ieray.
Ann Codee
Plus
"GAS HOUSE KIDS"
Billy Halop, Robert Taylor,
Teala Loring
Fri. & Sat., Jan. 10-11
"THE PLAINSMAN"
with
Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:23
Sunday. Monday. Jan. 12-13
"REBECCA"
with
Laurence Olivier, Joan Fontaine
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:37
Tuesday. Jan. 14
"SHAD)W OF A NA OMAN"
with
Helmut Dantine, Andrea King,
William Prince
Wed. & Thurs.. Jan. 15-16
Double Feature
"HOME SWEET I1OMICIDE"
with
Peggy Ann Garner, Randolph
Scott
Plus
"RENDEZVOUS WITH
ANNIE"
with
Eddie Albert, Faye Marlowe,
Gail Patrick
6:30-8:00

Bijou and Opera 1-1,)iise operate continuously from 1 :30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee I'rices : 354 to 5 o'clock

.4115.

1 People say—
can find it at
PARK'S HARDWARE
& VARIETY
31-37 Mill St., Orono

lin PAUL

0.
G SQ4444411POR

—COME IN AND
LOOK AROUND—

KEEP WARM!
WITH

ARMY SURPLUS BARGAINS

ATTENTION

OFFICIAL U. OF M. CLASS RINGS
on Display
Saturday, Jan. 11,9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
at the
MCA Reading Room
Orders will be taken by
Harold Albair
Chairman of Ring

PILOT'S SHEEPSKIN LINED JACKET — Air
Corps Type B-3 and 8-6. Brown leather,
water-repellent acrylite finish; zipper fronf •
large collar with strap. Newly manufacture,1
from surplus materials. Not fancy, but worm,
comfortable and hard wearing. Sirec
36-46
$15.9;

Committee

LEATHER PANTS, sheepskin lined, to mulch
jacket—Air Corps type A-5—with suspender.
—NEW
SJ.7

$5 deposit required on all orders

Write for full illustrated list. We pay postage if order includes check or money ordei.
Satisfaction or money back.

CONSUMERS CLOTHING CO., Inc.
lox

, 2066 First Ave., New York 29, N.Y.
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Two Cups Are At Stake In Trackmeet This Saturday
Bear Facts

Top Jumpers Are Se For Acti_

Br FRED MCDONALD

Aii Students Are Eligible
For Rice Memorial Trophy

The sports calendar is beginning to
The Charles Rice Memorial cup, and the Intramural cup will be
fill out for the University teams but
awarded to the respective winners in the first track meet of the season
the sad part of it from a local point
to be held in the field house Friday and Saturday.
of view is that most of the contests
4; The Rice trophy was donated by
are scheduled for away with few
1 alumni in honor of Chailes Rice, a forevents slated for Orono. The Pale
mer student of the University who was
Blue hoopsters have 6 games coming
killed
in World War I. Competition in
up in the next two weeks with the
these
events
is open to all students.
Colby clash on the 15th, the only home
In the Intramural division will be
game until Feb. 1.
fraternities only. The winning house
At Last, A Track Meet!
Memorial Gymnasium will be open will be awarded the Intramural trophy
Track holds the week-end spotfor general use from 1:30 to 5 p.m. to be kept in their possession for one
light on campus as the delayed proSunday afternoon, the Physical year. All letter winners in track will
every
gram finally swings into action FriEducation department announced this be barred from entering the Intramural
day and Saturday in the Field
week. Bill Irvine is to be in charge events.
House. There will be a Fraternity
and will provide access to all rooms
The meet will start on Friday aftermeet,non-fraternity,and the Charles
will
allotted
"Time
not
unless
be
it
noon
when the weight events, javelin,
Rice meet which is open to all stuis found necessary," Stan Wallace, hammer, and discus, will be held. Satdents at the I niversity, regardless
director of Physical Education, said. urday afternoon the running and reof the fact that they might be a var"However,"
he added, "it is hoped maining field events will be held. This
sity letter winner. Letter winners will
individual
that
no
or team will use meet will give Coach Jenkins an opporbe barred front competing in the
the floor for more than one hour, tunity to see just what some of his
fraternity and non-fraternity meet.
especially if others are waiting. Please men can do in competition and should
Weight events will be run off Friday
don't forget the rule about playing determine what men will make up the
afternoon.
Br LEN HARLOW
Donald may hurt the team. #2-5 is on the floor unless wearing gym uni- varsity track squad that will compete
Trouble, Trouble, Trouble
As the Christmas vacation began the third with three wins and one loss and form. The gym is to be cleared and against Bowdoin at Brunswick on Sat.,
The first Intercollegiate track meet
teams in the intramural basketball has one of the league's leading scorers lights out by 5 :30."
Jan. 18.
of the season for Coach Jenkins' squad
league had completed about one-half in Hill.
Some of the outstanding candidates
is scheduled for Sat., Jan. 18, at Bowof their schedules. Some quintets had
The Dean Wieman League is curwho have signed up for the Charles
doin. If ever a team worked under
shown surprising strength on the court, rently being led by West Oak, which
Rice competition are: ATO, Bob
handicaps it can certainly be said that
while others had demonstrated decided has four wins and no defeats. The
Emerson, Joe Leclair, and Earle Vicksuch has been the case with this year's
weaknesses. Individual players also leaders have been paced by Watson,
ery ; Phi Gam, Martin Hagopian, Al
track squad. Two meets, inter-class
gave promise of being too good for Titcomb. and Sfarus, and have shown
Hutchinson; Kappa Sigma, George
and Frosh-Soph, which were to be
intramural sports, and as a result had fine teamwork in their winning efforts.
Marsanskis; Beta Theta Pi, Al Clemheld before the Christmas vacation had
left to play on the junior varsity ; Off-Campus is a close second in this
Br HELEN BVEZELL
ents; Phi Eta, Elmer Folsom; Phi
to be cancelled because of the state
squad. These men included Bob Mac- j league with three wins and one defeat, The winter sports equipment is now
Kappa Sigma, Wallace Brown. These
of the Field House which made it
Donald of buildings 7-9, Danny Mal- and a much improved North Hannibal available for the use of all registered
men are almost certain high scorers
impossible to even hold practices. It
loy of 12-15, and Sawyer of 1-3.
outfit is third with a 3-2 record.
women students. The equipment is and should go a long way toward deis from those preliminary meets that
Phi
Mu
Delta
and
Alpha
Tau
stored in the women's locker room in termining the eventual team winner.
Coach Jenkins usually gets a good
South Estabrooke. The locker room
look at the varsity prospects. Besides Omega in the Southern Division of
ATO will be the defending chamis open at all times. If it is locked keys pions in the Charles Rice
this, several promising candidates have of the Fraternity League are far ahead
meet.
may be obtained from the winter
either dropped from school or will be of the other teams in that division in
sports manager, Kay Mills, at Colvin,
lost to the track team because of their quest for the championship. Phi' Varsity scoring records:
or from Carolyn Mitchell at South
injuries suffered in football. But with Mu has three high scorers in Dick
field foul
Estabrooke and Norma Drummand
all these setbacks we predict that Southard, Ted Woodbrey, and Bill ; Player pos. goals shots
total
ay. at North Estabrooke, assistant manaCoach Jenkins comes up with another Bonville, while ATO is paced by the Danforth, f
24
8
56
eagle eye of Tote Parsons. Both teams
18'6 gers. The regulations for the use of
winner.
13
14
40
The Placement Bureau of the Unihave won four games without a loss Boynton, c
113
the equipment are as follows:
The big news in basketball right
3
25
3
versity
of Maine is receiving numerous
and they meet for the first time this . O'Donnell, g 11
1. Winter Sports equipment is for
now is the New England trip from
5
23
7:6
visits
from
week in what should be the best ; Cosseboom, f 9
employers seeking compethe use of all women students. Use it
which a lot of questions regarding
Burgess. g
9
2
20
6.6
intramural contest of the season.
tent young men to assume positions in
freely,
it,
and
and
of
enjoy
take
it.
care
this year's team will be answered.
Kelley, f
8
1
17
5.6
their respective companies.
The Northern Division has three
Just how good are they? Connecti2. For the benefit of all, equipment
Lynch, f
4
5
13
4.3
At present the office is expecting repteams
with
identical
records.
Phi Eta!
cut and Rhode Island should answer
Presnell, 1
3
5
11
3.6 is to be returned the day it is borrowed. resentatives from Eastman Kodak
Kappa,
SAE,
and
Beta
Theta
Pi
have!
this one for us. A win over either of
3. Sign out when you take equip- Company who will interview
Curtis, g
4
I
9
3.0
seniors
these teams will label the Pale Blue each won three games and lost one, White, g
ment,
and sign in when you return it. in Tech and Business Administration.
1
5
7
2.3
but
Phi
Eta,
led
by
Beaudry,
seems
!
as a definite power. Despite the
Goddard, c
2
1
5
1.6 Indicate the number on the material On January 22 a representative from
ope g game loss the Nutmeggers to have an edge over the others. Delta'Cervone, f
you take.
1
0
2
2.0
the W. T. Grant Company will talk
suffered at the hands of powerful Tau Delta, intramural champs before Keith. c
4. Toboggans are not to be towed with all
1
0
2
1.0
men interested in chain store
the
war,
started
fast
but
have
lost
New York University, they are rebehind cars and are not to be used on
merchandising. On the 20th of this
their last two games.
garded as one of the best in New
90
50 230
76.6 the ski jumps.
month General Electric will have
Building 16 continued its winning!
England. Since that first defeat
5. Because heels on shoes damage
representatives here to interview
ways and now has annexed four wins!
Connecticut has reeled off three
suow shoes, only moccasins without
seniors in Tech.
without a defeat to tie with buildings!
consecutive wins, averaging 60
heels, or oxfords with rubbers should
7-9 for leadership in the Prexy Hauck!
Any senior may register with the
be worn on them.
points a game.
League of the Dormitory Division.
Placement Bureau and forms are now
Services
occasionally
that
expected
6.
It
Tough on Score Boards
is
#16 has such stars as Gerry Poulin
repairs and replacements will be neces- being sent to those interested in fields
Rhode Island's record speaks for
and Don Buckley. former Varsity Roman Catholic
sary as result of ordinary "wear and other than teaching. Plans are being
itself. The Rams have averaged nearly players
for Maine, on its squad and 8 and 10 a.m. Sun., Jan. 12
tear." Please report such need to Kay made to hold conferences in the near
100 points per game. In three of their
has had little trouble with its oppo- .Little Theatre
Mills or the Physical Education office future for general discussion of opfive contests they have hit over the
Rev. Francis E. I.eTourneau
nents to date. #7-9 has also won four
portunities in placement and the serat once.
century mark. Only Loyola and
Confessions, Sat. night, 7:00
straight games but the loss of Mac7. Responsibility for any damage to vices of the bureau for seniors.
nationally famous St. Johns have kept
Protestant
equipment due to carelessness rests
the Rhody score in two figures, but
Episcopal Holy Communion
with the person last using it, and at
Kcaney's boys have yet to taste defeat. chopping block. This time we sincereMCA reading room,9 a.m.. Jan. 12 the discretion of the manager and the
What an opportunity!
ly hope that we are wrong because
Reverend Herbert S. Craig
department of Physical Education, may
The Final in Boston
our crystal ball must have been in an
Breakfast
follows the service
be charged to that person at the reThe final game of the trip against ugly mood when we looked at it.
Sixteen members of the student body
Non-Sectarian Services
placement value.
Northeastern University should not Maine at Connecticut: The U-Conns
at The Brunswick Campus of the Uni11
a.m.,
Sun.,
Jan.
12, Little Theatre
In too hard a trst for the Bears. look too powerful and, paced by big
versity of Maine have been elected to
Rev. Albert Niles, minister of the
An., :dm... and tiii•tresititictit atilt Walt Dropo, should win by about 10
their
newly organized Student Senate.
Elm St. Universalist Church,
Maine suffers 1,i the first two gl
points. Maine at Rhode Island: Two
The
senate members represent the
Auburn, Maine
should lie
in this one. This good teams both of which use the
various dormitory groups and the offmight he the 6.4 game in the 'early super-fast break—one must fall and Jewish
campus students.
1iiirthea.tern
the Huskies until Rhody does lose we would hate
Hillel services, Fri., Jan. 10, 7 p.m.
Girls' class basketball began this
The Student Senate aetc as a cosize not a member (If the new 1 tin- to bet against them... The Rams by
Room 19, North Stevens
week. Due to the excess interest in ordinating body between
the student
kee (.011fen-nee and
may be sub. 20 points. Maine at Northeastern:
Basketball this year there will be body and the
administration.
it sited iii the future for a confer- Here is where the Bears get even.
Why did Mahatma Ghandi leave three Leagues in the Sophomore &
itt.. op;
possibly Ve
t or Finally using their fast game to full college?
Freshman classes—Blue, White, and
"Lips that touch wine shall never
Slate.
advantage, Maine should take the
Cub teams—the Cub teams will play touch mine." said the co-ed in EduAll the girls wanted his pin.
Lee. Hope We Are Wrong
each other plus an alumni team. In cation, and after she graduated she
Huskies by about 25 points, perhaps
Once more we put our perfect pre- rolling up their biggest score of the Sign on a local restaurant: "Closed. the Junior & Senior classes there will taught school for years and years, and
Gone home to eat."
diction record (5 for 5) on the old season.
be the Blue& white league.
years.

Gym Will Be Open
For Use By Men
Sunday Afternoons

Intramural Basketball League
Half-Completes 1946 Season

Women s Equipment
For Winter Sports
Is Now Available

Danforth Leads Scorers
In First Three Games

Placement Bureau
Offers Seniors Aid

RELIGION

Brunswick Annex Frosh
Organize Student Senate

1 JACKET — Air
Brown leather,
'hi zipper front.
ly manufacture,'

'ancy, but warm,
rearing Si:es
$1593
lined, to mak",
with suspender,
$?.73

!, We pay past-

or money ordei.
, y back.

1G CO., Inc.

w York 29, N.Y.

Women's Basketball
Began Last Week
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Famous Poe Story
Adapted For Guild
By Ralph Higgins

Club Notes
OFF-CAMPUS WOMEN

Jewish religion covering such topics
as religious holidays and observances,
The Off-Campus Women will hold
a mass meeting Tuesday, January 14, different Jewish churches, and customs
at 5 p.m. in the MCA lounge. The of food preparing and eating.
guest speaker will be announced later. The group chose the following
All Off-Campus Women are urged to committees: Planning committee, Jean
Lynaugh, and Charles Barr; Refreshattend.
ment committee, Gloria Castner and
Ruth
Preble.
KOINONIA

'Prof-Rating Is Normally Good,
But Unfair At Present,' -Brush

(Continued from Page One)
"The Cask of Amontillado," written
a professor higher than a non-interby Edgar Allen Poe and adapted for
however, I do see the affirmative ested student would?"
radio by Ralph Higgins, was presented
advantage to professors in seeing our- Professor Leavitt—Engineering
by the Maine Radio Guild as their
"I think that it would be illuminatselves as others see us."
first shown of 1947.
ing to find out students' opinions. The
Dr. Brush—Psychology
An intricate series of sound effects
"In normal times, teacher rating instructor could then correct the things
were devised by the students working
might be good; but at the present, it upon which the students criticized him.
on the program. Bob Patten directed,
would be unfair to attempt to judge I can see the fallacy, however, that
with Ralph Higgins and Russ Volley
Koinonia held the first of several
if a man were new in a field, teacher
NEWMAN CLUB
instructors."
taking the dramatic parts. George meetings on the three major faiths
rating would not be fair. It would be
The Newman Club will hold its Miss Comegys—Math
Berger was the announcer. Margaret last Sunday evening, January 5. Betty
very hard on new instructors, and
"In some fields, teacher rating would
Gorham, Margaret Hanks, Bob War- Myers introduced the speakers. Mil- next meeting on Tuesday night, Januthereby should be confined to those
be
a
good
thing; however, in other
ren, and Charlie Leach handled the dred Cohen, Rachel Seavey, and Mil- ary 14, at 15 Coburn Hall, 8 p.m.
fields, the students are unaware of the who have had teaching experience in
sound.
ton Popkin led a discussion on the Father Edmund Fitzgerald, S. J., of
the field in which they will be judged."
Portland, will continue his lecture difficulties of presenting a course and
This coming Wednesday, 7:30 over
Dr.
Crawford—Education
are
not qualified to judge."
series of Liberalism in the Modern
WLBZ, the Guild will produce an
"If
a group of interested students,
World. There will be a question and Dr. Runion—Speech
original mystery by Bill Mincher More
answer period following his lecture. "Teacher rating is a dangerous thing alone, or preferably with competent
entitled "The Buck." The story conhelp, are really interested in the probunless it is made clear upon what the
cerns an amazing, but extremely myslem of a teacher rating scale and will
POLITICS CLUB
students are rating their professors.
terious dollar bill. Ralph Higgins will I
undertake the necessary work to estabWill the students rate their professors
Present MOC plans call for regular
The next meeting of the Politics
direct.
lish what they are measuring. and
on their style of delivery or on their
Sunday ski trips to Bald or King's Club of the University of Maine will
how to measure it, I think it would be
knowledge of the subject?
I Mountain if weather conditions permit. be held at 7.30 p.m. on January 15, in
a good thing. It should have complete
One could give ill-conceived inforAny student or faculty member desiring the Faculty Room of South Stevens
faculty support. If, on the other hand,
mation glibly and receive a high rat(Continued from Page One)
to make a reservation for a trip can do basement. The subject "Toleration"
some students merely want to 'blast'
ing; whereas profound thought doesn't
!so by making his deposit in the Res- will be under roundtable discussion.
a particular teacher, they should do
necessarily come in smooth easy doses
day and from Wednesday. January 29 !
ervation Box located in the Bookstore Priscilla Dodge will preside as temthis honestly, directly to the teacher
to
digested
be
through Thursday, February 6, final '
by the student. We are
porary chairman.
involved, and not to the campus as a
entrance.
asking non-pedagogical students (in
examinations will be held.
whole."
The
hours
operation
of
and
the price
some cases) to judge good pedagogy.
The exams will be two hours long
ALPHA ZETA
Dean
schedule
Kendall—Education
of
the
newly
improved
ski
tow
We should know how our personaliand will be held in the classrooms for
"The
will
rating of teachers by students
be
posted
the
on
MOC
Bulletin
affects
ty
our
students,
but
the most part. However, when it is
I am not
CIVIL ENGINEERS
sure how we can get at that sort of has possibilities in improving the inpossible to have several sections of the Board as soon as operation of the tow
The first new year's meeting of thing. I would personally welcome a structional program in any university.
same course meet together, the exams commences.
!ASCE,
civil engineering club, will be class criticism of my class room de- However, any undertaking of this
MOC
dues
are $1.00 for single stuwill be held in the Memorial Gym.
sort—an admittedly difficult one—
There will be no social activities on dents and $1.50 for married couples. held at 7 p.m. Tuesday, January 9, in portment."
should be very carefully planned. The
the Little Theatre. William Getchell, Professor Scamman—English
campus during this period.
If anyone has information regarding
following
an authority on Maine roads, will
steps are important:
"If
teacher
rating were to be used,
persons on or off the campus who are
speak.
1.
A
careful
opinions
study of what items
should
be
given
after
the
offering ski equipment for sale, ski
•instruction, or a ski repair
course has been completed. Often in should be included and how they may
service
OCUMMO
the midst of a course, the student is be identified.
please notify Lee Clifford, Building 2,
FOR SALE
The off-campus men will hold their not able to judge the whole by a part. 2. The rating sheet might well be
North Dorms. This information will
be printed in the "Skier's Guide Book" monthly meeting Monday, January 13, The weight of opinions should also done cooperatively with interested
1934 Hupmobile
soon to be published by the MOC. at 7:30 p.m. in the MCA reading room. depend upon the maturity of the stu- faculty members and students participating.
The business meeting will be followed dents giving them.
Four-door Sedan
There is the danger that students 3. No faculty member should be
by a speaker. All off-campus men are
might rate highly on personal factors, expected to use it unless he personally
invited to attend.
Make me an offer at
putting into the background the in- felt it worth trying."
trinsic value of the course."
Dr. Kimball—Math
Phi Kappa Sigma
PHOTO CLUB
CLEANING AND PRESSING
Miss Crosby—English
"Teacher rating scales might well
Specializing in Ladies'
Warren Randall
The Photo Club will meet next "I am generally in favor of teacher have some value, but surely only after
Gowns and Dresses
Wednesday evening, January 15, at rating; however, I can see difficulties considerable work has been put into
Orono
1 Mill St.
7:30 p.m., in the basement faculty in weighing the estimates of students. their construction.
•
• room of
It would be wholesome to the indiSouth Stevens Hall.
A student's estimation of what he
The program, as announced by Dr. vidual instructors, but definitely not has received often changes radically
Kenneth Miles, will be stereophotog- wholesome were the results to be pub- after he has graduated.
The implication of the letters in the
raphy. All planning to attend are licized."
Professor Taylor—Civil EngiCampus is that heads of departments
,urged to bring pertinent material.
neering
never give a thought to the teaching
"I have tried teacher rating and ability of the members of their departWESLEY FOUNDATION
found it to be of value. If you don't ment.
Dean Paul Cloke of the College of use something like this, you
What has been written in the Camcan go on
Technology will speak and lead a dis- in a stereotyped pattern for years
never pus seems to have been motivated by
cussion on the question of atomic knowing how you are
affecting your an opportunity to do a little wholepower at next Sunday's meeting of the students."
hearted griping rather than by a
!Wesley Foundation Student Forum. Dr. Trefethen—Geology
spirit of fair, honest, scientific ini"A Christian Looks at Atomic Power" "I think, on the whole, teacher
rating quiry."
is the specific theme.
I think we can see that this question
might be a good thing.
The meeting will be held at the
I would like to ask this question has many sides and is not one to be
!Orono Methodist Church at 7 p.m. on though—Isn't it true that the students treated lightly by the
students. All
Sunday, January 12
most interested in a course would rate people being interviewed were very
gracious in giving me their cooperation, and I wish to thank them.

Ski Outings
Planned By MOC

REGISTRATION

Hillson's Tailor Shop
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HOT DOGS — HAMBURGERS
Sandwiches of All Kinds
Terminal Taxi
Dial 380
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FINE PHOTOGRAPHS
At

MYERS STUDIO
01.1) TOWN
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SKI EQUIPMENT — PHOTO SUPPLIES

Dakin's Sporting Goods Co.

•

•

(:iv
Bea ng
v oourr orders to George O'Donnell
Campus Agent
23 Central St
Also Waterville

Spruce's ..Cog kodge
On the Campus

•

Open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

This new
L'Aiglon dr,
is 13.98

OUR SPECIALTY—EXQUISITE DIAMONDS

BOYD and NOTES. Jewelers
25 Hammond St.

Bangor, Me.
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Every day except Sunday
Meals and Lunches
•

THE MAINE CAMPUS

GOTCHA CHUM,
New Telephones
Atomic Energy To Be Discussed
Are Santa's Present
At Assemblies In Coming Week
To Students, Faculty

First Union Plans
Ran Heavy Cost,
Had To Be Cut

ood,
3rush
a nun-inter-

Page Seven

The most talked about subject in the Theatre he will hold a conference with
As a special Christmas present from
world,
Atomic Energy, will be the all those interested in the future of the
Plans for a Student Union Building "Santa Claus," two new telephone
theme
systems,
of
two general assemblies next atom.
providing
a
large
number of
have been underway for several years.
additional
pay
and
service
phones,
week
when
Professors Edward Purcell The second assembly will be WednesThrough a general sifting of ideas, the
greeted
both
faculty
and
students
on
and William Elliott of Harvard Uni- day morning, when Professor Elliott
present plans include a maximum of
return from vacation.
versity discuss the physical and social will discuss the social and political
facilities for students.
In the room where the Dean of Men
implications presented by atomic eneraspects
of the atomic energy.
Originally, the plans included Store
formerly had his office, the New
gy.
A second conference will be held
The first assembly will be at 10:45
facilities, an exceptioonally large ballEngland Telephone and Telegraph
that
afternoon in the Little Theatre
Tuesday morning with Professor Purroom, and sixteen guestrooms, but
Company's new "Mongrel" switchby
Professor
Elliott.
cell speaking on the physical aspects
estimated costs for this set of blueboard has completed one week of
Dr. Purcell and Dr. Elliott are both
of the bumf). At 1:45 p.m. in the Little
prints ran near two million dollars,
' operation since its installation on Janumembers of the faculty of Harvard.
or more than twice the $900,000.00
ary second.
Dr. Purcell is Assistant Professor of
budget. Reluctantly, the studentThe
move
to
Physics.
install
During the war he was conpay-stations
faculty-alumni committee cut these feanected with Radar studies and was
tures from the Union. However, when instead of private phones was necessipresent at the first Atomic Bomb test
the central hall is opened, by folding tated with the shortage of privatelat Los Alamos, New Mexico. Dr.
partitions, to join contiguous lounges, style phones. A dial system is to be
the "ballroom" created is larger than I installed in the future, although the
Thirty-two local bridge players have Elliott is a Professor of Government.
the Alumni Memorial Gymnasium present system is to last one year.
entered the Intercollegiate Bridge During the war he served as a conFor the time being, the operators
floor, and still space is left for lounging
Tournament to be played in the next sultant for the House Committee on
and for chaperons; also, in pleasant are housewives from Orono who have
four months. They have been divided Postwar Economics and Planning and
been
telephone
as Vice Chairman for the War Prooperators
in
the
past.
weather, the ballroom terrace will be
into sixteen pairs.
duction Board Committee on Supply.
used. Though the Store Company was but who have accepted the job of "The Winter Carnival is coming at
Before the end of January, an elimiTickets for both afternoon confernot given facilities in the Union, a helping those on campus until the you, February 21 and 22," says pretty nation tourney will
be held to find the
ences
may be obtained by instructors
large cafeteria with plenty of bar-stools alterations to a dial system are com- Paulie Marcous, caught in the
act of four best pairs who will represent
pleted.
and seats will be provided.
snowballing our campus photographer. Maine in the National Tournament. for their students through Dean KenThe so-called "Mongrel" board is
dall's office, phone extension 56. These
Big news will be the installation of
As announced by the Men's Physi- No exact date has been set for the
eight bowling alleys; original plans a combination of a dial system board cal Education department, a full local tournament here, but it will be tickets will serve as an authorized excalled for only six. There will be pool and a manual board. The operators schedule of winter sports events will held sometime in the next two weeks. cuse from the student's regular Unitables, pingpong tables, record rooms, explain that it was made expressly for be held Saturday, February 22, with Sid Howe and Ralph Flynn are in versity engagement at the hour of the
noise rooms, boogie-woogie practice this location by the Western Electric competition among the fraternities, charge of arrangements for the local conference.
studios, a dark room, a hobby room Company, and is the first of its kind. dormitories, and women.
tournament.
'(for woodworkers, metalworkers, There will be an operator on twentyThe
night
before,
Friday,
February
four hours a day with an extra operahandicraft hobbies, etc.).
tor during what they call the "date 21, the annual Carnival Ball will be in
There will be a Dining Room for period" in the evening;
Immediate Delivery
this is between full sway, with booths, decorations,
faculty, alumni, students with guests, 6 and 8 o'clock.
and the announcing of the Carnival
parents, special dinners, and small
Eight University of Maine students,
It was only through the special Queen.
RECORD PLAYERS
banquets.
Russ Libby, Delta Tau Delta, is in regular members of the Bangor Symefforts of the New England Telephone
On the first floor, to the right of the and Telegraph Company and
WIRED or WIRELESS
phony Orchestra, took part in the
the desire charge of the Ball.
Maine Lounge, will be the Memorial of its workmen to aid veteran-s
presentation of the orchestra's second
tudents
with or without
Room. This room is to be set aside as by working night and day for two
concert of the season, January 6, at
or
changer
a quiet room, in memory of those men three days, that the communication 33 Library, to members of the student the Bangor City Hall.
Building
Facilities
Committe
(listed
e
who died in the war. The Book of system was completed
$16.95 to $42.50
below), or to the Editor of The Maine
Tribute, containing a picture and a
Also—TABLE RADIOS
Campus.
II
short biography of each of the 175
GREETING CARDS FOR
and table combinations
Maine gold star men, will be placed in organizations on the campus. SororiThe student Facilities Committee inALL OCCASIONS
the Memorial Room. This room will ties will be given closets, and the use cludes Barbara McNeil, Betty Jane
Visit the
be the most impressive and beautiful of five meeting rooms on Monday Durgin, Phyllis Eldridge, William
in the building.
Brown, Willis Anderson, Willard
nights.
Penobscot Indian Trading Post
There will be spacious locker rooms
This list does not include all sorts Moulton, and William Skolfield.
Old Town, Maine
for the use of all students, and lockers of service rooms, such as kitchenettes,
Artist's sketches of the $900,000.00 •
for off-campus students. The Maine storerooms for folding chairs, furniture building will be published by The
118 Main St., Bangor
Christian Association will have its (during dances), etc. A recent propo- Campus next week.
•
•
office, conference room, and chapel on sal will include a music room for listenSEE
the second floor. Also on this floor ing to "good" music, possibly including
will be Alumni Association, Placement booths. Although the expense cannot
your
People say—
Bureau, Student Organization offices, be increased, many changes are anticipicture of the week
You can find it at
CARNIVAL TOGS!
and an Alumni-Faculty Lounge.
pated, and the students and members
in
PARK'S HARDWARE
On the third floor will be meeting of the faculty are asked to send sugour window
& VARIETY
rooms and club rooms available to all gestions to Union Building Fund Office,
every
Monday
31-37 Mill St., Orono
—COME IN AND
11
LOOK AROUND—
Tel. 8781
Photographer
BROOKS' RADIO AND JEWELRY SHOP
Bank Building
Orono
RADIOS — WATCHES — DIAMONDS — JEWR
EeLs.
R1
783
111
WATCH AND RADIO REPAIRING
JEWELRY ENGRAVING
Old Town, Maine
Personalized
(Continued from Page One)
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'Winter Carnival
Headed Your Way,'
Says Pretty Paulie

Bangor Orchestra Includes
Eight University Students

•

1

INDREWS MUSIC
HOUSE

•

•

Ted Newhall

•

•

Birthstone for Januar
— GARNET —

IAPHS

JDIO

Sterling Engravers

Ilangr, Me

•
BETSY ROSS BREAD
The loaf with the all-grain flavor
For the good of all Americans
Bangor, Me.

154 Main St., Bangor, Me.

•
•
Call 8661 for your appointment.

NISSENS

•

All the new shades in Revlon

•

nail polish and lipstick.
3 operators

1

Moinbar Todoral Ren•rwe Built

PARTY GIFTS

•

r,sodge

SOCIAL STATIONERY

•

BOOK MATCHES

DONALD PRATT CO.
18 Hammond St.

•

Bridge Tournament
Is Underway Here

OLD TOWN FURNITURE CO.
For

%mils Beaut) Salon

COMPLETE HOME FURNISIIINGS

Corner Main and Mill Sts.

•

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

Come on, gals, still plenty of
time to stock up on sportswear
for that big carnival week end
coming up. Colorful outdoor
...eaters of all designs, ski
tog.. in all the latest foshions
and ..is les, warm woolies for
fter—ki '..ear and many other
inan. .aniing to a college
.port.v.ear wardrobe.

The
Merrill
Trust Company

at

The Rines Company

With trriplo• officom in
Ea•tern Mein•

It Main St.

Pilemb•r Fociotal D•posir Inovi•nc• Corp.

•

Bangor, Me.

Pap- Light

THE NIAINE CAMPFS

Organization Pictures
Schedule Listed By Prism
Group pictures for the 1948 Prism
will be taken Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday evenings, January 21, 22, and
23, according to an announcement made
by the activities editors, Jean Campbell
and Merle Goff.
All pictures will be taken in the
South Estabrooke living room, with the
exceptions of those otherwise listed.
Men will wear coats and ties; women
will wear skirts, sweaters, and low
shoes.
For the convenience of the photographer, the editors ask that all persons
are prompt for their appointments,
neither coming too early nor too late.
Each picture is scheduled to take ten
minutes.
If any organizations, clubs, or activities have been omitted from the following schedule, Jean Campbell, Balentine, or Merle Goff, Sigma Chi, should
be notified.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 21
Alpha Chi Sigma, 7:00; Alpha
Zeta, 7:10; Kappa Delta Pi, 7:20;
Neai Mathetai, 7:30; Omicron Nu,
7:40; Phi Beta Kappa, 7:50; Phi
Kappa Phi, 8:00; Scabbard and Blade,
8:10; Sigma Mu Sigma, 8:20; Tau
Beta Pi, 8:30; Xi Sigma Pi, 8:40;
Mu Alpha Epsilon, 8:50.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22
Student Senate, 7:00; Women's Student Government, 7:10; Men's Senate
(officers & executive committee), 7:20;
Campus (managers and editors), 7:30;
Masque (Council), 7:40; Pack and
Fine, 7:50; Men's "M" Club, 8:00;
Women's "M" Club, 8:10; Pale Blue
Key, 8:20; Maine Flying Club, 8:30;
Debating Society, 8:40; Contributors'
Club, 8:50.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23
Maine Christian Association (cabinet), 7:00; Freshman Club (officers
and executive committee). 7:10; 300
Club (officers and executive commit).
tee), 7:20; Radio Guild, 7:30; OffCampus Women (officers & executive
committee), 7:40; Off-Carn7 us Men
(officers & executive commi.tee). 7:50,
A. S.C.E., 8:00; A. S. M.E., 8:10;
A.I.E.E., 8:20; Sigma Delta Zeta,
8:30; Agricultural Club (officers &
executive committee), 8:40; Home
Economics Club (officers & executive
committee), 8:50.
ESDAY, JANUARY 28
Future Farmer:, of America, 7:00;
4-H Club (officers & executive committee), 7:10; Forestry Club (officers
& executive committee), 7:20; Education Club (officers & executive committee). 7:30; International Relations
Club. 7:40; Political Breakfast Club.
7:50; Political Science Club, 8:00;
Der Deutsche Verein, 8:10; Women's
Forum. R 20; El Circulo Espanol,

brothers, all masters in Cubism, is
acclaimed the greatest of the three and
the father of this form of art. Although
8:30; Le Cercle Francais, 8:40; New- less well known than Marcel Du
man Club (officers and executive com- Champ's Nude Descending the Stairs,
mittee), 8:50; Hillel Club (officers
executive committee), 9:00 ; Procto:
The Travel Wise Stop at...
9:10; Men's Glee Club, Rehearsal on
Thursday; Women's Glee Club, ReBANGOR * **MAINE
hearsal on Thursday; Band, Rehearsal
yoc. or your triends
on
Orchestra Rehearsal on Tues'
,
.ome to town"
Gnat meals—cheery rooms
day; Senior Residents, To be art:oil $1.75 a day
ranged; Cheerleaders, To be arranged.

Seven students at the Brunswick
Campus of the University of Maine
have been named to the staff of the
Prism, editor-in-chief Bryce Lambert
announced
Those serving on the Prism staff at
Brunswick are David Simpson, Jr.,
assistant editor; Ernest D. Brown.
circulation manager; William Duggan,
activities editor Robert G. Nisbet.
sports editor; Earl Packard, photography; Andres‘ Bunker, and Alexander Somerville, assistants.
Sections pertaining to the Brunswick
Campus will be included in the book
this year.
Meteorologist—A guy who looks
into a gal's eyes to see whether.

which was heralded throughout the works are considered superior by
country a few years ago, Villon's every comparison.

•

•

•
MILDRED JEAN'S BEAUTY SHOP
Old Town

Two

Feature Gift Seta of

ESKA COLD WAVE

REVLON and CHEN YU

•

ZOTOS and FREDERICKS

PRODUCTS

•

PERMANENTS

Experienced Operators

PARAMOUNT - Cocktails
PARAMOUNT
Chinese Food
PARAMOUNT — Steaks

in
ALL BRANCHES BEAUTY CULTURE
TELEPHONE 385

•
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smoke

PHILIP MORRIS!

CLEAN, FRESH, PURE
kiej__Icves FINEST Cigarette!
Smoke as much as you like—the flavor's ALL
yours, when you oke PHILIP MORRIS! And
here's why .- .
There's an important difjerence in PHILIP
MORRIS manufacture that makes PHILIP
MORRIS taste better—smoke better—because
it lets the FULL FLAVOR of the world's finest
tobaccos come through for your complete
enjoyment—clean,fresh, pure!
Try PHILIP MORRIS—you, too, will agree
that PHILIP MORRIS is America's FINEST
Cigarette!
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Vol. XLVI1

302 North Main St.

BANGOR HOUSE

•
•

Seven Annex Frosh
Named To Prism
By Orono Staff
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